
  

 

 

KARL LAGERFELD: A LIFETIME FULL OF CLASS & STYLE 

 

 

Karl Lagerfeld was not just a fashion designer, nor another creative director with 

power in his hands and a lot of spare time to show it off. He was a genuine pioneer, 

a person dwelling in a world of inspiration, fantasy and deep culture, who worked 

relentlessly in order to make reality seem a little better through style and aesthetics. 

Judging by the result, he succeeded. 

 

His work for CHANEL, starting in 1983 and lasting until his death in 2019, can be 

seen as a case study of how a genius can “manipulate” a classic fashion brand into 

becoming a modern style platform, able to reach a large demographic and set 

trends applicable to pretty much every woman. What the restless virtuoso, who 

produced no less than eight collections a year, managed to do with the CHANEL 

legacy is simply remarkable. Being the careful observer that he was, as the years 

went by, he infused all of CHANEL’s signature items and symbols with a sense of 

whatever was relevant in each season, making them icons of global culture instead 

of letting them languish. He kept CHANEL alive in the best way possible. 

 

Karl never stopped coming up with new ideas, was not afraid of seeming 

superficial, appreciated tradition but did not hold back on its reform and strongly 

believed that fashion is not just a product for the rich – but a cultural phenomenon 

aimed at everyone. One thing is for sure. He will not be forgotten.  
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CELEBRITY STYLE 

  

 

 

JENNIFER LOPEZ IN TOM FORD   

 

  

 

MARGOT ROBBIE IN CHANEL  

 

  

 

YOU ARE SO SPECIAL 

 

 

Anything can catch your eye, but it takes something special to catch your heart. 

 

 

 

CHANEL BLUE SHOPPING BAG  
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